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On 11 February 2015, the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ordered Forex Monthly Income Fund (FMIF) and its owners, Jean 
Chauvel and Renaud Pierre-Charles, to pay USD 4 million (EUR 3.7 million) in restitution and penalties for misappropriating more than USD 1.4 million in 
a fraudulent forex trading pool scheme. 
 
Between January 2011 and at least June 2013, FMIF fraudulently convinced members of the public to send money to the company to trade forex in a 
commodity pool it was operating. To attract investors, FMIF used postal marketing and a website which described the company as being the “world's 
leading and most trusted online investment opportunity” and “an international investment company which has been efficiently operating in the Forex 
market since 2010”, therefore creating the impression that investors would be placing their money with a trustworthy and reliable source. The website also 
offered four separate schemes in which investors could participate, including plans with monthly returns on investment from two to three per cent and 
plans with annual returns of 30 to 50 per cent. Furthermore, if pool participants referred a new investor to FMIF, both parties would receive guaranteed 
payments for the referral. 
 
FMIF employees, including agent Robert Tripode, mispresented that FMIF offered safe investments with regular, guaranteed returns to prospective 
clients. FMIF reinforced this belief by providing investors with false documentation which stated the exact amount of each monthly payment the pool 
participants were to receive based on the size of their investments. Some of the victims of the scheme were unsophisticated investors, including 
pensioners who wanted to obtain higher monthly income on their retirement savings. 
 
Additionally, pool participants were required to sign a Foreign Currency Fund Membership Agreement which FMIF said could be terminated at any time 
and money would be refunded providing that a 60 day written notice was given. By July 2012, FMIF was unable to maintain the promised monthly 
payments to pool participants saying that market conditions had caused a decrease in returns but they would return to normal soon. By early 2013, FMIF 
had ceased making monthly payments to pool participants and when many investors tried to get back their money, their demands were not met despite 
the agreement in place.  
 
Therefore, instead of trading forex and paying the promised return, FMIF misappropriated more than USD 1.4 million from more than 100 members of the 
public with just USD 420,312.82 being returned to investors. Tripode personally solicited at least 24 of the pool participants and received USD 203,090.01 
of the misappropriated money. Chauval received USD 334,570.45, Pierre-Charles USD 20,038 and a further USD 484,880.95 went to various third 
parties. Furthermore, all payments from pool investors were deposited into FMIF bank accounts, of which Pierre-Charles and Chauvel were the sole 
signatories, and no domestic or foreign forex trading accounts were opened.  
 
On 27 September 2013, FMIF was administratively dissolved by the State of Florida for failing to file an annual report. On 30 September 2014, the CFTC 
filed action against FMIF and Tripode for violating sections 7 and 17 of the US Commodity Exchange Act and undertaking fraud through misappropriation, 
fraud by misrepresentation and omission, and fraud by false statements. FMIF also never registered with the CFTC in any capacity. 
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There are no linked loss events 

01/Jan/2011 30/Jun/2013 N/A 28/Jan/2016 

Other Risk No 

PC0203 - Marketing - Other 

N/A 

PD0304 - Foreign Exchange & Money 
Markets 
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INTFRD - Internal Fraud 

EUR 3,679,999.42  USD 4,034,821.64 

N/A 

CS0203 - Criminal Activity by Internal or External Staff 

LS0211 - Regulator LS0101 - United States of America 

N/A N/A 

LS0406 - Not Identifiable 
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On 11 February 2015, FMIF, Chauvel and Pierre-Charles were ordered to jointly pay restitution to investors of USD 1,008,705.41 plus post-judgement 
interest and a civil monetary penalty of USD 3,026,116.23, a total of three times the monetary gain that FMIF made from the scheme. 
 
On 28 January 2016, Tripode was ordered to pay a civil monetary penalty of USD 170,716.01 and restitution of the same amount, totalling USD 
341,432.02. The Order also placed permanent trading and registration bans on Tripode and prohibited him from any further violations of the CFTC 
Regulations and the Commodity Exchange Act. 
 
The CFTC has warned victims that even though FMIF and Tripode have now been held accountable, the restitution orders may not result in the recovery 
of investors’ money as sufficient assets and funds may not be available. 
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